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Abstract: The paper considers the problem of semantic processing of web documents by designing an approach, which combines 
extracted semantic document model and domain- related knowledge base. The knowledge base is populated with learnt classification 
rules categorizing documents into topics. Classification provides for the reduction of the dimensionality of the document feature space. 
The semantic model of retrieved web documents is semantically labeled by querying domain ontology and processed with 
content-based classification method. The model obtained is mapped to the existing knowledge base by implementing inference 
algorithm. It enables models of the same semantic type to be recognized and integrated into the knowledge base. The approach provides 
for the domain knowledge integration and assists the extraction and modeling web documents semantics. Implementation results of the 
proposed approach are presented. 
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1. Introduction 

The prevailing content of files and pages online and 

offline available in the web is textual. The amount of 

these resources is continuously growing and this makes 

the need for retrieving information by content more 

challenging. The extraction of semantic models of text 

documents and their processing with machine learning 

algorithms can be organized in a knowledge base. It is 

the means that will make the information contained in 

different web text resources available and provide for 

its efficient browsing, searching, retrieval and 

categorization.  

Knowledge in different domains is available in the 

semantic web in the form of ontology. Formal 

knowledge structured in ontology represents a working 

model of entities and interactions in general or in some 

particular domain [1]. It includes terms with 

specification of their meaning, the way they are related 
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and the constraints on their possible interpretation. This 

conceptualization, when formally encoded, represents 

the vocabulary and the semantic structure for 

information exchange concerning particular domain. 

The analysis of unstructured or semi-structured text 

is performed mostly by applying machine learning 

techniques. For this purpose text is turned into data that 

can serve as input to machine learning algorithms. This 

is done by means of text mining [2] which extracts 

meaning from text in the form of terms or concepts and 

their relationships to documents as calculated measures 

of their occurrence.  

The creation of semantic space of the features being 

input variables to machine learning provides for 

obtaining semantic models of the data in the analyzed 

domain [3]. The method of canonical correlation 

analysis uses complex labels for guiding the feature 

selection towards the underlying semantics. By means 

of identifying linear relationships between 

multidimensional variables and using two views of the 

same semantic object a representation of the semantics 

is extracted. Generation of semantic feature 
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representation from a probabilistic data model suggests 

a way of incorporation prior knowledge of the domain 

and allows the use further on of different analysis 

methods. Both methods create semantic models by 

analyzing the spread of the data. Linear kernel on the 

term frequencies or Term Frequency Inverse 

Document Frequencies (TFIDF) approach is applied to 

learning semantics from text data. The kernel means 

initial projection of data in higher dimensional space 

and performing canonical correlation analysis in this 

feature space. The use of semantic models with 

machine learning algorithms provides for obtaining the 

taxonomy of text documents. 

Another approach to semantic modeling concerns 

ontological representation of rules learnt from text by 

machine learning algorithm [4]. Semantic model based 

on rules has the advantage that irrelevant feature terms 

have been discarded. This semantic model is 

implemented in concept analysis for combining 

concepts into ontology classes and exploring relations 

between them.  

Semantic model of data extracted from web pages is 

obtained by content-based classification that learns the 

data structure [5] and definitions [6]. The text is 

represented as a sequence of patterns containing strings 

with different character types. Patterns associated with 

a semantic type are learnt from example values of the 

type. They are used for the recognition of new 

instances of the semantic type by evaluating how well 

they describe the new data by comparison with known 

sources of information. By performing inductive logic 

search in the space of possible definitions the semantic 

model best fitting for each new source is learnt.  

For the purpose of making automated use of text web 

documents the aim of the current research is to define a 

framework for their semantic modeling and for 

aligning the model to existing domain knowledge. The 

paper is organized as follows: Section 2 contains 

description of the designed framework for semantic 

modeling. Section 3 considers method for aligning the 

model to domain knowledge represented by ontology. 

Section 4 presents results of the framework 

implementation on extracted web documents. Section 5 

concludes the work with discussion of the results 

obtained and directions for future work.  

2. Semantic Model of Web Text Documents 

Semantic modeling for providing semantic access to 

web resources is implemented by creating an RDF 

model that references HTML fragments by means of 

vocabulary of terms and their mapping to RDF 

resources [11]. Semi-automatic semantic document 

modeling by implementing domain ontology on HTML 

document resulting in XML representation of the 

concepts and relationships in the documents is 

presented in Ref. [12]. Another approach for semantic 

modeling is ontology based and is implemented as 

network of concepts with explicit relationships [10]. 

Adding more individuals for supporting individual 

reasoning extends the model. Semantic model 

representing relational database obtained from 

ontology input [16] is designed with the aim of 

enhancing the efficiency of answering semantic queries 

about ontology instances. Architecture for semantic 

modeling implementing lexical database and text 

engineering architecture for ontology population with 

XML files is shown in Ref. [8]. Context modeling of 

text based on the vector space model as the common 

model in natural language processing and information 

retrieval is implemented in Ref. [15]. Approach for 

selecting appropriate context units carrying semantic 

information and defining the appropriate strength 

weights for discriminating the meaning of text in the 

form of frequent patterns mined from it is proposed. 

The semantic analysis is performed by means of 

semantic similarity measure computed by cosine 

function of context vectors. Distributional model of 

semantics based on matrix factorization [17] yields 

semantic representation of words that is claimed to be 

sparse, effective and highly interpretable.  

The approach proposed for designing semantic 

model of text proposed in the current paper represents 
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the taxonomy generated from the retrieved documents. 

It is learnt by classification of the semantically labeled 

documents’ feature space. This is inspired by the fact 

that classification is the most natural way for enabling 

the interpretation of unstructured and semi-structured 

text referring to particular domain. The goal is from the 

set of retrieved documents referring to a given domain 

(1) to design a structure representing the document 

descriptive terms and (2) to learn rules of their 

grouping and relations. The rules, represented as 

taxonomy, will enable reasoning and inference for 

obtaining the most relevant semantic model of the web 

documents. The proposed framework for extraction of 

web text documents semantic model and its alignment 

to domain knowledge represented by text taxonomy is 

shown in Fig. 1. 

Text retrieved from web documents is processed for 

feature selection. Features represent terms (words) and 

the task is to extract the ones best distinguishing the 

document content. Eq. (1) presents the TFIDF [3] 

measure for term selection. 

log    (1) 

The notation used in Eq. (1) is as follows: di is a text 

document, wj is term, Nwjdi is the number of 

occurrences of the term in the document, Nd is the 

number of documents and Nwj is the number of 

documents that contain the term wj. Eq. (2) represents 

the obtained document feature space. 

, , , , … , ,  (2)
 

The feature space described by Eq. (2) is considered 

to be insufficient for creating domain specific semantic 

model of web text. Semantic enrichment by assigning 

semantic annotations to the features with links to their 

semantic descriptions is considered in Ref. [14]. The 

metadata provide class and instance information. The 

prerequisites   for   representation   of   semantic 

annotations defined there are: ontology defining the 

entity classes, entity identifiers for linking to the 

semantic descriptions and a knowledge base with entity 

descriptions and relationships. The method proposed in 

the framework in Figure 1 performs the enrichment of 

 
Fig. 1  Framework for semantic modeling of web text and 
alignment to domain knowledge. 
 

the feature space with domain related semantics by 

implementing domain ontology. It provides for adding 

semantic labels to the features in the feature space. The 

labels represent either ontology classes or individuals. 

The semantic labeling ensures the conceptualization 

and identification of the feature space. Object 

properties defined in ontology are considered and 

features are mapped against them. The mapping is 

implemented by description logic queries. Ontology 

querying is discussed in Ref. [9]. Graphical tool for 

building queries has been designed and the queries are 

submitted to a reasoner. Application for querying OWL 

ontologies is presented in Ref. [7]. It makes use of the 

built-in query engine of a reasoner. The method 

proposed in the current paper implements query agent 

for queries’ instantiation and execution with expected 

result that asserts features as ontology individuals or 

classes. Features that have not been mapped to 

ontology entities will be analyzed at the stage of 

aligning the semantic model to domain knowledge base. 

The algorithm for performing the semantic labeling is 

shown in Fig. 2. 

The method performs focused semantic labeling 

considering the goal for extracting domain related text 

documents.  

The features in the semantic feature space are 

processed further on by classifier for learning rules that 

expose dependencies and relationships between them. 

Assignment of classification topics is performed by the 

method presented in Ref.[13]. The rule space generated 

consists of rule paths RP, described by Eq. (3). 
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Fig. 2 Generation of semantic feature space  
 

, , , , , , , , … , , , ,  (3) 

A rule path consists of elements that contain a 

feature wi , state sti (Boolean), semantic label si and a 

probability measure pi. If the label represents 

individual it includes the class as well. The taxonomy 

of semantically labeled rules represents the resultant 

semantic model of the input web documents. 

3. Semantic Model Alignment to Domain 
Knowledge 

Domain knowledge shown in the framework from 

Figure 1 represents a rule knowledge base. The rules R 

have the form: 

 Condition(feature, state, label, probability) 

Conclusion.  

It has been populated from trusted sources and 

conforms to existing domain ontology. The semantic 

model of retrieved web text is to be aligned to the 

knowledge base. The alignment concerns adding rules, 

which contain new knowledge and discarding the ones, 

which are subsumed by, similar to or mutual exclusive 

with existing rules. These relations have been defined 

and examined in the context of learning ontologies 

from rules in Ref. [4]. Rules from the semantic model 

are to be compared to ones in the knowledge base that 

imply one and the same conclusion. Fig. 3 presents a 

method designed for the semantic model alignment to 

the knowledge base.  

The description of cases providing for adding or 

discarding semantic model rules uses the following 

notation: SR – rule of the semantic model; F – feature  

 
Fig. 3  Semantic model alignment to a knowledge base. 
 

that is part of rule path condition CD; L –semantic label 

representing ontology class; LI – ontology individual 

label; S – feature state; N – number of rules in the base 

having the same conclusion C; M – number of 

conditions in a rule path.  

New feature concerns rules whose path involves 

condition on semantically labeled feature not matching 

any of the ones in existing rules. Adding them to the 

base provides for the enrichment of its feature space. 

Eq.4 gives new feature case description. 

 , , 1, ; 1,  (4) 

Rules from the model resulting in new conclusions 

currently not present in the base will be included as 

well. Eq. (5) presents the new conclusion case 

description. 

 , 1,    (5) 

Class rule (Eq. (6)) refers to the case when rule from 

the model involves condition on feature semantically 

labeled with ontology class while the existing rule 

condition is labeled as individual from that class if the 

model rule probability is higher. 

, 1,    (6) 

Rule generalization represents the case when the 

semantic model rule path involves more conditions 

compared to existing rules in the knowledge base. 

Adding such rules to the base provides for the 

enhancement of its semantics with feature relationships. 
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Eq. (7) gives the case definition. 

, 1,            (7) 

The method for aligning generated semantic model 

to domain knowledge base considers a rule as not 

suitable for enhancing the base if it involves condition 

with feature state opposite to the state of the same 

feature in existing rule. Such rules are considered 

mutual exclusive with case definition presented by Eq. 

(8). 

﹁   (8) 

If condition in a rule path has feature that is 

semantically labeled as ontology individual and there is 

a rule in the base involving feature referring to the 

individual’s ontology class then these rules are 

considered similar. Rule similarity definition is 

analogous to the one given by Eq. (6) with inclusion 

relation ‘’ between feature labels.  

Rules in the model involving same terms but fewer 

conditions than existing ones are considered subsumed 

and are not added to the knowledge base. Definition of 

rule subsumption is analogous to that in Eq. (7) with ‘<’ 

relation between the number of conditions in the 

corresponding rule paths. 

4. Framework Implementation and Results 

4.1 Framework Set Up 

The framework proposed in the current paper has 

been implemented on web text documents of 

conference proceedings on e-Governance extracted 

from (http://fman.tu-sofia.bg). The document feature 

space has been initially obtained. The feature space 

labeling for generating the semantic model has been 

performed by using e-Governance ontology presented 

in Ref. [18] and shown in Fig. 4.  

4.2 Semantic Labeling 

Semantic labeling is performed in Protégé [19] by 

query agent executing logic queries involving terms 

from the feature space against the domain ontology. 

Initially features are used as query input for retrieving 

ancestor classes or individuals. Sample query with the 

feature “E-Governance-Structure” as class expression 

is shown in Fig. 5.  

If the query result involves ancestor classes or 

individuals the feature is labeled as ontology class: 

(E-Governance-Structure, class) 

If the query result is empty, i.e. the feature doesn’t 

represent an ontology class, query for retrieving 

individuals is designed. It involves object property and 

the feature examined as predicate value. The output is 

set to superclasses and individuals. The feature is 

checked with all object properties until the query 

produces a non-empty output. Sample query with 

object property “hasTermValue” and the feature 

“Administrative” is shown in Fig. 6.  

If the superclass result set is non-empty and the 

query output involves individuals, the feature is 

semantically labeled as individual: 

(e-government, individual) 

In case that the feature matches neither class nor 

individual it is labeled as “null”.  

Learning the semantically labeled feature space with 

decision tree classifier generates the semantic model. It 

involves rules obtained from the tree nodes. Sample 

rule path, produced in Microsoft SQL Server [20] by 

the classifier is: 
 

 
Fig. 4  An excerpt of e-Governance ontology. 
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Fig. 5  Logic query with class expression. 
 

 
Fig. 6  Logic query with object property and the feature as predicate value. 
 

E- Gov 65 Vectors(Business Process, null) = 

Missing 

 and E- Gov 65 Vectors(environment, null) = 

Missing 

 and E- Gov 65 Vectors(e-governance, class) = 

Missing 

 and E- Gov 65 Vectors(e-Government, class) = 

Missing 

 and E- Gov 65 Vectors(Public administration, null) 

= Missing 

and E- Gov 65 Vectors(result, null) = Missing 

“Missing” is replaced by “0” and “Existing” - by “1” 

in the model. Rule conclusions represent the 

distribution of documents into classification categories, 

shown in Fig. 7. 

4.3 Semantic Model Alignment to Domain Knowledge 
Base 

The semantic model of new documents containing  
 

 
Fig. 7  Semantic model rule conclusion. 
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Table 1 Enhancement of e-Governance domain knowledge with semantic model of web text documents. 

Semantic model rule Knowledge base rule Case Action 

1: (business process, 0, null), (communication, 1, null)  
New conclusion (new 
classification topic E) 

Add rule 

2: (e-governance, 0, class), (e-government, 1, class), 
(public administration, 0, public governance 
individual) 

(e-governance, 0, class), 
(e-government, 1, class), (public 
administration, 0,) 

Subsumption Discard rule 

3: (Bulgarian e-government, 1, e-government 
individual), (public administration, 0, public 
governance individual) 

(e-government, 1, class), (public 
administration, 0, public 
governance individual) 

Similarity Discard rule 

4: (e-government, 0, class), (public administration, 0, 
public governance individual) 

(e-government, 1, class), (public 
administration, 0, public 
governance individual) 

Mutual exclusivity Discard rule 

5: (e-governance, 0, class), (e-government, 1, class), 
(public governance, 0, class) 

(e-governance, 0, class), 
(e-government, 1, class), (public 
governance, 0, individual) 

Class rule Add rule 

6: (e-governance, 0, class), (e-government, 1, class), 
(public administration, 0, public governance 
individual), (E-Directorate, 1, class) 

(e-governance, 0, class), 
(e-government, 1, class), (public 
administration, 0, public 
governance individual), 

New feature Add rule 

7: (business process, 1, public governance individual), 
(environment, 0, null), (e-governance, 0, class), 
(e-government, 1, class), (public administration, 0, 
public governance individual) 

(e-governance, 0, class), 
(e-government, 1, class), (public 
administration, 0, public 
governance individual) 

Rule generalization Add rule 

 

the described rule paths has been aligned to 

e-Governance domain knowledge base. The 

knowledge base has been populated with rule paths, 

extracted from the same trusted source. The knowledge 

base rules have been labeled with entities of domain 

ontology. Sample rule path from the base is: 

 (e-governance, 0, class), (e-government, 1, class), 

(public administration, 0, public governance 

individual), (result, 0, null), (aim, 1, null).  

The enhancement of the existing knowledge base 

with the semantic model according to the defined 

method is performed by matching model and 

knowledge base rules initially according to their 

conclusions and further on the rules having the same 

conclusions. Examples of cases described in the 

method and the actions performed for enhancing the 

existing domain knowledge are shown in Table 1. 

5. Conclusions 

The semantic modeling of text retrieved from web 

resources is designed in a framework which involves 

text mining techniques, ontology querying for 

extracting semantic labels of the feature space and 

machine learning for reducing the dimensionality of 

the feature space and discovering relations among the 

features. Ontology querying algorithm is designed 

which outputs classes or individuals as feature labels. 

Semantic model of this type provides for maintenance 

and integration with existing domain knowledge bases. 

The proposed method defines conditions for enhancing 

a knowledge base by analyzing rules providing new or 

similar conclusions. The analysis asserts mutual 

exclusive conditions in rule paths from the Boolean 

attribute for feature presence or absence in the text, rule 

subsumption from the path length and similarity from 

the semantic labels. Implementation of semantic model 

of e-Governance text documents and ontology and its 

integration with existing domain knowledge base is 

presented.  

Future work is intended in designing method for 

consideration of features with missing semantic labels 

as well as the role of the probability attribute in the 

knowledge integration process. 
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